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In its crop report for July the Massachusetts state board of agriculture prints
article on "Beef Production in New
England," by Prof J. W. Sanborn of Gilmanton, formerly director of the Missouri and Utah agricultural experiment
stations.
Professor Sanborn asks: "Are the
present prices of beef and the promising
outlook for beef production in New England due to permanent causes, or are
they based upon transitory conditions?"
He answers the query in part, by saying:
"It is probable that the corn shortage of
1ÎM)1 of nearly one-half the usual production has aided the natural tendency
to enchanced prices of beef, and that a
return to normal crops will have a modifying influence on prices of meat products. The basic cause of the present unsatisfactory prices of meats is found in
a constantly decreasing ratio of meat aniFrom 181*2, when
mals to population.
the number of meat animals in the United States reached high water mark, there
has been a steady decrease in the total
number raised for the shambles, in round
numbers, from 188,000,000 in 1882 to
104,00υ,υυυ iu ISiH). The great live stock
markets have shown this year, despite
the allurement of exceedingly high prices
(*s.40 per 1(A) pounds live weight in
Chicago), a marked decrease in receipts
over last year and over preceding years
for nearly a decade. The constant rise
in prices from $14.06 per head for cattle
in 1 >'.*·> to $22.71' in 1809, failed to induce
an increase in numbers, or even to check
stock.
the phenomenal decrease of
When the ranges became occupied in full
a great increase of range-fed cattle in
Prices went
eastern markets occurred.
down to rates impossible to duplicate
At last
by eastern feeders at a profit.
the readjustment of cattle to range c apacity is practically completed, upon a
basis of greatly reduced numbers in the
face of rapidly increasing population,
and a constant absorption of range area
into tillage farms. The range as a menace to beef production on farms has passed into history.
"It is possible to grow as much beef
per acre in New Kn^land, at as good
profit to one who produces the food consumed. as is grown westward. We may
feel assured that the higher range of
prices is to prevail for these reasons:
First, population is rapidly increasing,
while beef production is stationary or
losing ground; second, the vast freerange area has been absorbed and its
beef production is on a heavy decline;
third, the corn-growing area of the West
found beef production under past rates
unremunemtive and reduced its herds;
fourth, world-wide economic forces, increase of gold per capita, decline in rates
of new lands, increased ratio of urban
population and the general rise of purchasing power—tend to a rise in all farm
products. When the free ranges poured
upon us their first and fullest products,
beef, mutton aud wool production iu the
The butter
East became discouraged.
type of cow came in and the beef type
In great strides the West
went out.
passed us in the art of breeding and feeding for beef."
The moral for .New fcngianu farmers
is pointed in the following: "Successful
beef production in New England must
rest upon: First, a more intensive agriculture: second, better bred steers,—the
good steer: third, better fed steers—
early maturity: fourth, better pastures,
(iood pastures and the richer and more
varied foods of a tillage rotation are
prerequisites to the suc cessful introduction of the good steer, and his early maturity. Without the good steer, early
matured, profitable beef raising in the
A good steer
East is utterly hopeless.
must have form, deep and broad in the
twist or thighs, thick through the crops
shoulders, broad
Dr behind the fore
across the loins, well sprung ribs and
straight round barrel. A dairy type of
steer will not sell within 1 to :{ cents as
much per pound as the beef type. Early
maturity is the one factor of supreme
importance in beef production. Steers
in the East should be in their prime at
from 20 to 24 months. The good type of
steer can be sold at full market rates at
less weight and therefore in less time
In feeding the
than the poor type.
lieavy percentage of the ration required
for maintenance it is imperative that
there shall be continuous growth from
I am not friendly to
start to linish.
heavy grain feeding, but rather to continuous grain feeding from birth to
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there.
Yet It U a long Journey,
and you will have to cross the mountains. Will you risk It tonight?"
"I am ready now. madame."
"Very well." and. calling to her maid,
she asked for La lande, and when the
equerry came she turned to him.
"Lalande. how long is it that you
have followed M. le Vicomte?"
"Thirty years, madame, from the
days when monsieur was a simple cavalier of the guard."
"And you would do anything for
monsieur?"
".Madame, I have been his man in
lean times and in fat. in famine and
Fie saved my life at
in full harvest.
Ceribolles. and it was I who got him

jme reached a state of mind when It
icemed Impossible for me to distinguish between right and wrong or to
The proof of the
:hink coherently.
ruth of De Clermont's story had acrentuated the bitterness in my heart
igainst my husband, and this was not
essened when I remembered the in'amy of the enterprise which he had
indertaken and of which I was the
>rice. I had it once or twice In my
nlnd to try to prevent the crime he

are

RAISING.

Fruit grower» are asking many and
varied questions at the present time,
some of them impossible to answer in a
A PARKER,
satisfactory manner. One of the quesp
tions most commonly asked is "How can
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
we make our orchards more fruitful?"
>Rl> FALLS,
MAIN It.
;! M
Now 1 question somewhat if we really
·λ
Collection
,·.
Department.
ν
wish to raise a larger amount of fruit.
I'·
T.
Parker
Bislwe,
Ralph
M
Is it not without exception the wish of
fruit growers not to grow a much greatL. KICK.
er number of fruits on each tree, but
^
rather to raise fruits of larger size, more
Surgeon Dentist,
highly colored, more free from blemishMA1NK.
»·Ί'ΤΗ PARIS,
es. of better quality and free from
ravt-est work warrante·!.
\
ages of the codling moth and the tripeta
In
order
to
poruonella?
accomplish
KATIO WOODBURY, A.M., M.D.,
these things what steps must we take?
I
We have all noticed that thrifty, vigorous trees generally
bore large, well
Pnysician & Surgeon,
colored fruit of good quality, and on the
MAINE.
«Ol'TH PARI4,
other hand that poor, worthless, illan·! residence, 1* High street.
shaped fruit was generally to be found
on old, decayed, neglected, half starved
K. SMITH,
trees.
Therefore, then, we lay down
this axiom, that in order to produce
Attorney at Law,
line fruit we must give our trees greater
MAINS
NORWAY,
care aud that we cannot expect somee Ρ o k.
Cote<'U" n* a specially.
thing from nothing.
< Hir older fruit growers will, I think,
ΑΥΤΟΝ Κ. BHOOKS,
agree with me that we once produced
^
without much care, apples ot .is line
Attorney at Law,
quality and as abundantly as we could
desire, while today we are able to tind in
Notary Public.
the :Suite scarcely an apple lit to be placMAINE.
S.IITH PARIS,
ed on the table for eating. What is the
t.. us receive my promt personal attention.
Our fathers
cause and the remedy?
'.t.un es made Uey claim Is paid.
I;
\
matters reported on promptly.
were favored with a soil rich in every eleν
whit
h
for
ment
tree require
the successKoRfeE P. JONES A SON.
ful production of fruit. They were accusI ■
tomed to expect a crop of fruit with no
Dentists,
labor on their part excepting that of
MAINE.
NORWAY,
gathering the fruit at harvest time, but
Main -St.
the conditions have changed and we
tind ourselves today confronted with the
Κ Κ KICK A PARK.
problem of securing fruit from orchards,
lousy with pesterous insects, innoculated
Attorneys at Law,
with contagious fundus diseases and
MAINE.
blistered anil scalded with scab aud
KETHEL,
Ellery C. Park.
Λ I tison R. Herr'ck
blight. There are pests that prey upon
the roots, that bore tiie trunks, that con»HN 5. HARLOW,
sume the foliage, that attack the blossom ends, that sting the young fruit and
Attorney at Law,
that dispute with us successfully for the
MAINE.
DilflELD.
possession of the ripening crops.
Our trees are very susceptible to the
attack of disease germs from the fact
J. WALDO
that they are generally in a condition of
weakness from impaired vitality. What
we winIi then to do is to restore them to
health.
GRANGE BLOCK.
We have made rapid progress in acNORWAY.
Over Advertiser Office,
quiring a knowledge of the mysteries of
fruit growing in the last twenty years,
S.
yet there are many things to learn. It is
largely a question of the survival of the
will resume teaching on the
fittest among fruit growers, and one of
GUITAR the most encouraging features of the
ANO
BANJO. MANDOLIN
times is that tin· careless aud slovenly
at ANDREWS HOUSE, South Paris,
are being surely weeded out of
TUESDAY of earl, week commencing Feb. l»th growers
the business, for they are learning that
Auburn.
W
James
Permanent address,
St.,
there is no money in trying to grow
fruits cheaply asking nature to do all ami
Ρ siCKCR'S
the man nothing.
They naturally beCALSAM
L.iltiK
:»nil
out. leavimr the
ami bM^ur.a· la» ha_t
CImti
lTuji· t«* a '.tuuriaal frvwtii.
field tu those who arc* able ami willing
>«v._r Fall· to H*«tor· Ormy
Co'or.
to
it·
Youtiiful
11λ:γ
to work with nature, fighting disease
Cw« ·· * ρ ο «mi * b«_r u. ,t,j.
and insects and as a result succeeding in
i^SËâ
raisiui; fruits of such quality that they
can readily be sold at good prices while
*ottee that she poor fruit can hardly be given away.
The *ubscrll>er hereby
een «lu 1.7 appointed executrix of the last
But perhaps all of us are not yet ready
*111 un· I testament of
to give up our orchards to the possession
hViUl >». TKEADWKLL, )ate of Hiram,
the County of •>ifonl,ikmw·!, an·· giving of the enemies of the fruit growees.
All persons having
onds as the law directs.
Cau we do anything to improve their
the wttte of said deceased an*
tnds
u.s see if the orchards
nlltd Id MMHIIklWM for settlement, lad condition? Let
make
to
are worth renovating or will pay for the
Indebted thereto are requested
pay
L< r.t Immediately.
Now I think that au
labor.
necessary
Ju!v l.ith, 1«ηί.
orchard composed of half dead, illshap•IEKl'SHA C. TREADWELL.
ed, scraggly. moss growu trees is not
worth the time, trouble and worry w hich
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
would be necessary for a fair trial of reIn the matter of
j
In
wiiiimk L. Bakrikailt, [
bankruptcy. ocwing it** vigor and 1 do not believe it
Bankrupt. I
could ever be restored to a full measure
I
the Hi». Clakkm k Hale, Judge of the Dis
tri. Court ol the l'ntte<l Mates lor the District of fruitfulness, but many of our orchards
efl Maine:
are welt worth restoration.
L. Hakkikaclt, of Canton, lu
I.et us examine our trees and diagof
State
tin· < uunty of UxfopJ, ;.u 1
M tine. In-aid District, respectfully represents nose their condition, as our physician
tii.it on the JMh 'lay uf June, last past, he
would if called upon to perscribe for our
wa« duly adjudged bankrupt, un· 1er the Arte
physical ailments. Look closely at the
<·ί Congress relating to Bankruptcy ; that he ha*
surrendered all his uroperty and rights of bark, twigs, limbs and the base of the
r.'|>erty and ha» fully compiled with all tree. If we find that our trees through
·■
requirements uf said Act» and of the order» neglect for many years, have become
uf Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray», that ne may be decree·! scrubby, moss grow n, unhealthy and althe Court to have a full dlecharge from all most fruitless, we may often renovate
■u-bts provable airulnst his estate, un<ler sal'l
them and cause them to produce good
'.uikrupt Acte, except such lebts a» are ex
• i-ted bv law from
-uch discharge.
crops. All the dead wood must be reDated this 31st «lav of July, A. D. l!«nî.
moved. and if needful, some pruning,
YNTHV.ME L BaKUI ΚΛΓΙ.Τ,
other than this, be done, then, if possiBankrupt.
ble. plow and cultivate thoroughly and daughter.
ORDKK OK NOTICE TIIHtKu.V.
"The business of farmingin New Engfertilize in some manner if the condition
luiTKiaok Maine, s».
land is that of crop growth, stock feed•in
tills '^a<l <lay of Aug., Α. I». l'JOî, on! of the trees seems to indicate a lack of
ing being a method of acquiring the
reading the foregoing petition. It Is—
plant food. Many orchards undoubtedly manure
1 am contito feed the crops.
'r-iered by the Court, that a hearing lie ha>l |
from
into
simply
decay
A.
D.
go
premature
of
»th
ilav
the
un
sept.,
upon the same
ient that the good breeder and feeder
•
starvation, hence it is of the utmost imbefore sal·! Court at Portland, In sal'l Dis
will secure his plant food for crop growth
ti:· t, at lo o'clock !n the forenoon; an·I that I
that the orchard be well fertilThe oxford portance
beef production than in the
notice thereof I* |akkM In
We are not likely to overdo in cheaper by
iH inocrat, a newspaper prlnte'l In said District, ized.
I hold
Form of purchased fertilizers.
fertilizer
sometimes
other
and
ami
this
matter,
tu-l that all known creditors,
person»
yet,
that at current rates for the best beef, or
In lntere«t, may ap(iear at the sal'l time ami is wasted from its
not
when
application
jven for a slightly reduced rate, up to
l> ace, and show cause. If any they have, why
If au orchard has been a long
f sal·! petitioner should not be needful.
tii·· prn;
I2U0 pounds weight properly bred and
time seeded down anil the ground begranted"
ted, beef making will afford a fair marrther ordered by the Court, that come hardened and the soil toutrh and
Ami It
seul by mall to all kn..wn credket for our crops, and the good steer may
the C 1erthe plant food may be
of sal·! petition an>l this unler, ad- unyielding, yet
Hon CM
become a competitor of other live stock."
:re»»ed to them at their patt e» of residence as I there in amply sufficient quantity, but
This bulletin may be secured on appliI
stated.
unvailaole, and cultivation may release
cation to the Hon. J. W. Stockwell, secWitness the Hon. Ci-akkn· κ Halk, J u· life |
from
the
trees
to
it
take
ami
it
enable
up
• 'f the sal'l Court, aii'l the seal thereof, at Portretary state board of agriculture, at the
•aii'l. In said District, ou the _η·1 lay of Aug., I1 the soil for their use and iu that case
state house.
Λ
D latti.
no fertilizer is needed.
If a Massachusetts
probably
Α. II. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. S.J
fertilizer is called for apply it with care
CHANGES ON THÊ FARM.
A true copy of petition an·! order thereon
Stable manure is exaud judgment.
Attest A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
In the country change does not come
cellent for trees but few of us can spare is fast as in urban districts—the old
as
we
need
it
all
for
orchards
it
for
our
[ >rder is inclined to linger. This is ilBankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
Various methods are ustrated
In the matter of
other crops.
)
fairly in forms of speech. In
/« Kunkruptry.
CHARLES W. HANSON,
our
trees.
iu
Some
enriching
adopted
he language of slaug, slang has almost
Bankrupt. )
wood ashes, and we use
To the Hon.Ci.akk.m i. ti ai i.. Judge of the Dis-1 apply unleeched
'queered" some good old English words
trlct Court of the I'ulte·! State· for the District I1 them largely and tind nothing better as
In rural places the
town people.
uuong
of Maine.
far as they go, but they do not furnish ! raveler will not infrequently hear where
W HANSON formerly of Kumfor·!,
some is needed.
This east
In the County of Oxfonl. au·! State of Maine, any nitrogen, and
expected strong, vigorous expresDistrict.
sal'l
lu
respectfully represent» may be furnished in nitrate of soda, sul- iions as they were used by Shakespeare
that on the .'l»t 'lay of De··., last past, he was duly
or
in
bone.
ground
phate of ammonia,
tnd Johnson.
adjudged bankrupt un· 1er the Acts of Congress re- Λ
good formula, if you do not have
But innovations are gradually invadlating to Bankruptcy; that he has July eurrvu
is
of
000
HM)
ashes
bone,
ami
rights
property,
his
sufficient,
'lere·! all
pounds
property
j ng sylvan ways. The other day a farmarid lia- fully compile·! with all the re'iulre.iieuts pounds muriate of potash and 100 pounds
;r was trying to persuade a conservative
Acts an·! of the onler» of Court touching
of sai
nitrate of soda per acre, sown broadcast.
ellow-farmer who was opposed to railhis bankruptcy.
Wherefore be pray». That he may be decree·! The best time to apply barn dressing ] •oads to vote for a proposition, and said :
all
from
full
a
discharge
and ashes is in the fall, as by the action !
by the Court to have
'Why, sir, your father used to go to the
debts provable again-t hi- e»tate under said 1
of the weather they become available iu nill sittin' on his cart-tongue with a bag
ankrupt Acts, except such debts as are except
«-..l-»..·.
t Γ.η..ο
„nn
use
of
the trees.— M.,
the spring for the
ed by law from such discharge.
Dated this -Hith day of July. A. D. 1H0S.
in Turf, Farm and Home.
In
iu
a buggy with your 'turn.'
W.
ζο
HANSON", Bankrupt.
CHAS.
twenty yearn from now I'll bet your eon
OKDKH UK NOTICK TI1KKK03I.
•vill load up a balloon and sail to the
WELL BROKEN HORSES
Dut ku~t ok Mains. ss.
the rapid
on thls in·! day of / ug.. A. D. IMS, ou readHas any one ever noticed that a silent uill that way!" That expresses
le
It
of times pretty well. Science is
Ing the foregoing petition,
broken
horses?
best
the
•hanges
has
man
usually
ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
as
It may not be true, but all the men of revolutionizing the most primitive
•..-on the same ou the sth day of Sept., A. D.
In
Diswho do not talk much well as the most modern methods.
l:<wi, efore -aid Court at Portland, In said
acquaintance
my
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, and that no- have well broken horses.
Drive with ;lie great west the steam plow and reaptice thereof be published in the oxford DcmoFarmers
and them and you will wonder how
they er are not wondered at now.
rat, a newspa|ier prluted In said District,
that all known ere·".tors, and other person* In
No management ire conforming more and more to the
their horses.
manage
The
lnt< re»t, ina·.· appear at the said time aud place,
is visible. The horse goes where he is principles of latter-day industry.
md »how cau.-e. If any they bave, why the
to the
be graj'te i. wanted without apparent effort on the threshing îloor and Hail gave way
praver of sai petitioner should not
And tt Is further ordered by the Court, That part of the driver.
One famous turfman •groundhog" thresher, and that yielded
the Clerk shail send by mall to all known cred
in to the steam thresher. It is said that it
ad- at least has been noted for his art
•I dee of said petition and this order,
s not an uncommon sight to .see farm
ir. -.ed to them at tlielr places of residence as driving a horse to the limit of his speed
state·!.
without making a move, while his rivals t>oys going to the tield on their bicycles,
Witness the Hon. Ci.Aiu.Nt κ Halk, Judge of
middle Mississippi valley a
were liftiug and yelliug and whipping ivhile in the
said Court, and toe »ea. tht reof, at Portland,
How did he do it? Don't know, farmhands' union is forming, with a
In said District, on tue 2nd day of Aug., A. D. theirs.
«cale of wages and hours of work !
1».*.
but he was a man of few words.
A. H. DAVIS, Clerk.
[L. s.]
Still, there is something sad in the
is a lesson in this.
there
Probably
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
We love
The average horse understands but a few- passing away of old methods.
Attest: A. H. DAVIS.Clerk.
in agricultthings thoroughly, only a few words, to think of the picturesque
The silent man ure, when the laborer followed his horse
siens or com mauds.
when 011
gives only a few, and he does not con- through the long furrows;
of horses'
fuse his hors*. The horse is made to threshing day the clatter
had
a certain
tioor
He under- tioofs on the power
know them thoroughly.
when the harvesters
stands the man who understands him. tort of music in it;
the golden
It is a pleasure to drive a horse that w ielded the cradle, crossing
Few pleasures in life can tield step by step, stalwart in the sweat
The hotel business anil furnishings understands.
when at dusk the plough
equal it if the horse is a good cheerful >f their brows;
of the Maple House, West Paris. driver. There would be more of this îr hooked up the traces of his sweating
team and rode by the big spring on down
to know a few
Also the livery business connectée, kind if they were made
the whipoorwill-haunted lane.
right
things.—
things thoroughly—the
Hut we shall have to adapt ourselves
The business of National Stockman.
with a few teams.
to the new order, whether we believe in
the village is increasing, and the
i>r dissent from the assertion of the poet
The output of butter has been unusual- that "whatever is, is best."—Turf, Farm
outlook for hotel and livery is good.
ly large this season, as pasture condi- ind Home.
GEORGE B. HILBORN.
tions have been uncommonly favorable.
Neighboring farmers frequently exThe demands of the large cities and
West Paris, Aug. iS, 1903.
in order to add new blood
watering places are enormous, and the change eggs,
to their Hocks, but they fail to notice
closing of several large factories at the
such practice, continued several
West can have an effect upon prices for that by
made. Every
years, there is no out-cross
I>e«lrable houae of Τ room·, land an t «table In fresh goods.
farmer who desires to improve his Hocks
We*» Sumner. Bo»h tn κοο·Ι repair. Fruit tree#
breeder
distant
be
rather
should send to some
The good breeding sow will
on the place.
Formerly the W tnalow Morrill
Kstate. I'rice $MU Apply t<>
bodied and roomy, ribs well sprang, either for fowls or eggs, and aim to selong
MBS. A. G. IIOKL,
loin broad, sides deep. The sire will be cure pure-bred stock of eome kind.
5 Freecott Place,
Λ lia tun, Man*.
shorter, more compact and of finer bone. This should be done every year.
Μ Λ INK.
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Oxford

with the palle of the Medici—CatherBut ! could not
ine's private siguet.
TKUMP.
read it
My mind became a chaos.
I came down 1n tbe "Oh. what shall I do? What Rhall 1
morning, 1 found wo were do?" I exclaimed aloud In my despair.
ull ready to start. Madame4
'•Denise," he said, "there is one way
was mounted, and De Clerof escape and ouly one. for De Lorgnac
mont was standing to assist me to my has already made bis claim at Perihorse. It all seemed so strange after gueux, and you go straight Into the
1 had not lion's Jaws."
tbe crisis of last night
1 bad not had time
"What is It? Tell me."
schooled myself.
He laid his hand on my rein. "Deto meet De Clermont with unconcern,
and. overcome by a sudden shyness. I nise. put your trust In me and come.
This
declined his aid, and be said In bis cool,
My dear, I love you—I love you.
level voice:
marriage is au infamy. Vows such as
LE

M.

en Λ PTE R V.
MARQl IS LEADS ΙΠ9

:ontemplated by attempting to warn
:he Beamnois. but it was impossible

do so from here, and I should have
make the attempt from Meymac.
rhen that thought gave place to De
riermont and with the memory of him
egrets that I had not taken his offer
ind by one desperate stroke freed my·
elf forever from De Lorgnac, even at
he cost of that good opinion of the
vorld we pretend to despise and yet
ralue so much, even against what I
'elt to be the teachings of my concience. After all. 1 was merely hold·
ο

ο

HIGHXST

WHEN

"You are very proud this morning."
The touch of proprietorship In his
tone, which be so ofteu used toward
me and to which 1 had hitherto submitted. jarred on me uow. and in a
moment my courage had come back I
looked him full In the face and an
swered:

"It is necessary to be proud sometimes, monsieur."
Our eyes held each other for an Instant aud for the first time 1 saw in
his clear blue glance an expression of
hesitation and surprise, and 1 felt that
the compelling power of his look was
gone, and then he dropped his gaze
and. stepping back, lifted his bat without a word, but I saw the white line of
his teeth close on his nether lip.
Then we started, and De Clermont
dropped away to the rear of tbe party,
leaviug Mme. de Termes and myself
She was full of the strange
alone.

song of last night
"I bad beard of his voice before," she
said, "but never thought It was anything like that St. Siege!" and she

"I am an old
little shudder.
I forwomau. but It was maddeniug.
got everything. I could think of nothing except that sorrow In that last
verse—tbe poor man. the |>oor man!"
And the dear old lady's eyes filled once
more with tears at the recollection.
"But It was not a good song." she went
"It was a beautiful
on In a moment.
gave a

evil thing, and he shall sing it no more.
I will speak to him. it is wrong. It is
wicked to touch the heart as that song
Ile is very silent aud grave tocan.
day. 1 wonder if it affected him as It
did me?"

But I made no answer, for my mind
full of other things—of the hope
less love in the heart that I thought so
strong and brave und of the wondrous
en
power that had come over me and
abled me to be victor over myself, and
I cast up an unspoken prayer that this
was

strength should be coutinued

to

me.

And then I found De Clermont once
more by my side.
Madame kept ber word about tbe
song, and he said gravely:
1 will never sing It
"1 promisa
again. It hurte roe too." And, changing tbe subject otber matters were
spoken about In a little I found myself separated from madame, and De
Clermont, bending forward, said:
"1 bave news 1 should have given before that will interest you. madame—

lomething you ought to know—of M. de
Lorgnac."
"Is it really of importance?"
"I think so.

decide."

It will remain for you to

"Then, what is it, monsieur?"
"I cannot well tell you here. We will
let them go onward and ride slowly behind."
I agreed silently, and we soon found
ourselves at a little distance from the
*
party. Ve were descending the wooded
valley of the Brlance, and a turn in the
forest road left ue alone. Then De
Clermont, who had up to now remain-

ed silent, began abruptly:
"Madame, it has been given to me to
And out the business on which M. de
Lorgnac is engaged aud over which
you have been sacrificed. You are a
brave woman, the bravest I have ever
met, and I know you will bear with
the bluntness of my speech, for this is
no time to beat about tbe bush."
"Monsieur, it does not concern me on
what business M. de Lorgnac is engaged. I only ask and pray God to give mo
some refuge where I may never see
him again."
"Hear me a moment. I think it does
concern you, and vitally too."
"Then what is It?"
"Now, call to mind your race and all
that can give you strength. Denise de

Mieux, your husband is nothing more
than an assassin. He has been hired
by the king and that she devil, the
is
queen mother, to murder Navarre. It
a political necessity for them, and they
have found an instrument in Blaise de
Lorgnac base enough for their purpose. His price was high, though. It
was you, Denise, and De Tavannes,
who is in the secret, has paid it How he
came to persuade himself to do so I
know not He is your uncle, and I will
not eay anything against him."
I felt as If I had received a blow.
There was truth In every line of De
Clermont's face, in every tone of his
voice, but I struggled against It and
laid faintly:
"This does not concern me. I am but
ι wife In name. I shall never see De
Lorgnac. He Is dead to me."
"Would to God he were dead Indeed Γ* he burst out "But there Is
more. Catherine la tyrant to her finger
nails. She has heard that you have refused to rtmain with your husband,
and at his request an order has been
sent to De Termes to deliver you up to
him at Peri gueux. Norreys has taken
that order, and it baa already reached
him.
"If you doubt me. there Is tbe duplicate. You may read It for yourself."
He placed a letter in my hands. I
knew the seal well, tbe red shield
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Come with me, my dear, and under the
banner of the emperor, with you by my
side to help me. I will work out a new
life, and the name of Clermont-Ferrand
is already known. Deuise, last night 1
Let it
saw the love light in your eyes.

Come."

buru there again for
He made as if to turn my horse's
head, und it was only with an effort
that I restrained him. God knows 1
1 know, too,
was sorry for the man.
Miat it was in my heart to take the
me
great love I thought he was giving
and. forgetting everything, to follow
In the few
him to the world's end.
me.

seconds that

passed

"De Clermont, it is impossible, and
go—go! If you say you love me.
go in pity!"
"Denise, you know not what you say!
Think, dear! In two hours we will be
In two hours the world itself
safe.
could not part us. I will not let you
sacrifice yourself. You love me, dear,
like
and you know It, and when love
no
ours exists there is no right and
wrong—only our love."
"It cannot be: it cannot be. De Clermont, you are tempting the woman you
Let me tell
say you love to dishonor.
For one
you plainly. I do not love you.
moment I thought I did, but I am sure
now

myself now, and even did I love you
loved
as I feel sure you deserve to be
I would never consent to—to what you
of

propose."

"Mordleu," he exclaimed hoarsely,
"you are not yourself! Come, Denise.
I hear Lalande riding back, and in a
moment it will be too late."

"Let go my reins, monsieur, else I
shall call out I hear Lalande too. Go.
monsieur, while I can still think of
and forget
you as I always have. Go

me."
His hand dropped to his side, and.
taking the occasion. 1 struck my horse
smartly with the whip, and he sprang
De Clermont made no atforward.
the
tempt to follow, but at the bend of
road, as I glanced across my shoulder,
I saw him turn his horse's head and
plunge into the forest, and a moment
i—

lu 11 1

»
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I could only realize that 1 had esa great danger.
Beyond that
I was conruy mind could not go, but
scious that despite the terrible earnestness of his words, there was something that was not convincing in De
Clermont The narrow escape that I

caped

had drove all other things out of my
mind, and it was only when 1 came in
sight of our party again that I recollected De Clermont's warning that by
going to Perlgueux I was going straight
Into the lion's mouth, and an absolute

despair fell upon

me.

When I rode up to madame'e side,
ehe glanced at me narrowly and asked
for De Clermont

I answered truly enough that I did
aot know, and she looked at me again
with her clear, searching eyes. "It is
odd. Denise, but do you know that his
lackeys have gone too? They left us
on hour ago, and now It seems lie has
gone, too. without a word of goodby."
"Monsieur made too sure of the success of his plans," I said bitterly, and
madame's answer was sharp and swift.
"Denise, there Is something wrong.
What is It?"
And as we rode close together, side
by side, I told her every word, hiding
nothing. My voice sounded hard and

dry to my own ears, my eyes were
burning, and when I had finished she

said: "Denise, I cannot believe M. de
Clermont's story. I feel it is untrue.
Even if it were true De Termes would
never carry out the order about you.
He is Incapable of such baseness."
"There Is always one way of escape,
madame, and I am my father's daugh-

ter."
"And there Is a God above, girl.
Your father's daughter should never
talk like that"
"Then why does he not hear my
prayers?" I said In Impious forgetful"Is heaven so far that our voices
ness.
cannot reach there?"
And my dear old friend sighed deep-

ly

In answer.
We were to halt at Chalusset for the
night, and here confirmation was received of the truth of De Clermont's
story, for an equerry of the vlcomte's
met us here with a letter to his wife
In bis own hand In which he said that
our message, the one we had sent from
the Gartempe, had reached him and
that he was hastening forward himself
to meet us. Then he went on to other
matters, and his letter concluded with
η

of

have been the one to have so travled with me? Did I love him? For
he life of me I could not tell at that
At one time 1 seemed drag·
noment.
ed toward him. at another there was
positive repulsion, and through it all
here was an ever warning voice with·
η me. like the tolling of a bell buna
ver a sunken rock to warn mariners
Hef danger, telling me: "Beware!
rare!" I felt In my heart that he did
ot ring true metal.
Why. 1 could not
ell, nor can I tell now. but I suppose
hat God. who has limited the capacity
le

I went through a

frightful struggle, and then the strength
of last night came back to me.

postscript:

"M. Norrcys Is here with an order
from the king, or, rather, from the
queeu mother. It Is very unfortunate,
but must be obeyed."
She first read the letter herself—we
were sitting together in her apartment
in the one Inn at Chalusset—and then
she handed it to me with α request to
read it aloud to her. I did so, but on
coming to the postscript my voice faltered In spite of myself, and then she
bent forward and kissed me.
"Denise, It will never be. Are you
strong enough to do a brave thing?"
"I will try."
"It is clear to me that De Termes'
postscript Is a warning for you not to
go to Perigueux. I knew that be would
be incapable of carrying out such orders as he has received, and I can read
his meaning between the lines of his
Denise, you must not be
message.
with me when my husband and 1
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ng to vows that I had never really
nade. The priest's benediction surely
ould not bîtid me forever to a hateful
Ife.
I had my dreams, as all young women
md young men have, of a life that 1
ould share with one whom I could
rust and honor and love: one whose
oys would be my joys, whose sorrows
vould be my sorrows, whose ambitions
nd hopes would be my ambitions and
lope.*, and so to pass hand in hand
vith him until one or both of us were
ailed away to fultill the mystery of life
iy death. And De ClermontV Could

"Vou muni protect her \cith your life.
Do you understand?"
out of the Bastille. I have been by his
side from the time be was a simple
gentleman to the present day. when
monsieur is a marshal and a peer of
You ask if I would do anyFrance.
thing for monsieur. If M. le Vicomte
were to ask me to lay down my life

f us women to reason as compared
rit h man, has given to us this faculty
f intuition by which we can know.
Vould that it were followed mon· of
pn; would that its warnings were ever
ceded! Such were the thoughts that
based each other through my brain as
be long hours passed, and then they

tomorrow, I would do so willingly."
"1 believe you. Lalande. Now, listen.
Mme. de Lorgnac here Is In great danIt is M. le Vieomte's wish that
ger.
she should be conveyed to the Convent
of Our Lady of Meymac. and we trust
her to you. No one is to know where
You must protect her
she Is placed.
Do you understand?
with your life.
And you must start now and alone, for
madame's hiding place Is η secret."
"We could start in a few minutes,
madame, and I will do what you say."
"Then be ready in half an hour."
"Madame," and he was gone.
"Do not let Mousette know whither
you are bound, Denise. She is a chattering ape. and. though she loves you.

eemed to twine themselves together
ito a network that left me powerless
3 follow them and unravel *.1ιι· tangle.
>h. it was a weary ride! Overhead

ling the moon, now light, then dark·
ned by flitting clouds, with a few stars
bowing here and there in the sky. On
11 sides of us floated a dim silvery
aze that made it appear as if we were
oing through dreamland; dark shad·
ws of trees, fantastic rocks that might
ave been thrown here and there by
iants at play and a road that turned
nd twisted like a serpent's track. full
t stones and bowlders, on whh-h our
orses continually stumbled, but uier·
ifully did not come down and ! rug us

As for De
never keep a secret
Termes, I will arrange to manage him.
I
And. dear, keep a brave heart.
would go with you myself, but you
ran

ιΐ4.>

brought to a little gate ut the back of
the straggling garden attached to the
Inn

by

the equerry himself,

so

uggested
ace to

I turned once or twice to look back and
the slender, gray clad figure still
at the gate, growing fainter and fainter
in outline at each step we took and
seeming at last to slip away into the
silver haze of the moonlight, until
when I turned for the last time I could
see nothing but the winding road, the
ghostly outline of the trees and the
pointed roof of the inn. I have often
wondered if the girls of the present day
would endure and net as we women
had to do then. All women have to enThis will be so for all I
dure
eaw

passively.

nd rugs, and then, giving us some
•ine to drink, bade us sleep, while he
■tired a little distance, not to rest, but
> attend to the horses and keep a
•atch. So utterly tired out were we
Kit we must have fallen asleep at

and the sun was already rising
•hen Lalande aroused us.
"If madame does not mind." he said.
It would be well if we moved farther
ρ into that wood yonder and rest
jere while I go to a village hard at
and and procure some food and take
nee,

not

of the state of the road."
To this I assented readily, and after
•alking for about a quarter of a mile
re found a spot which exactly suited
ur purpose and where both we and
je horses could bo concealed for the
îinalnder of the day, if It was so neessary. without any fear of discovery,
alande then started off for the vil·
ige, and we waited his coming with a
ews

CHATTER VI.

AT THE SIQX OF THE GOLDEX FHOO.

first we mnnaged to get along
at α fair pace, as the road was
goed and we were well able
to see our way by the moonlight, tut after crossing the Taurlon
a frail wooden bridge, which creak-

AT
by

ie

forest toilet. It was some time be5t*e the equerry came back, and we
ere just beginning to be alarmed at
is absence when he appeared, bearing
*lth him the things he went to pro·
lire, and while Mousette and I were
nting he told us what he bad found

whither he was leading us.
"St Priest-Taurlon lies on the main
road, madame, and it would be well to
avoid IL Let not madame have any
fear. I could make my way to Meymac blindfold."
"And want to show off by picking I
the most horrible paths!" shrilled out
Mousette, whose temper, never of the
best had gone to ribbons, and little

ut. adding:
"I regret that madame will not be
ble to travel by daylight—that croqueîort La Coquille and his gang passed
lirough St. Bathilde yesterday and
re in the neighborhood, and not they
lone, but one or two others of like
idney. We shall have to make our

wonder, too, poor thlngl

"It would be well if we speak In
lower tones—better still not to speak
at all," said the equerry, and, silencing Mousette with a reprimand, I asked Lalande to lead on.
While the motion was fast it was
not possible to think, but now that we
were going at something like a snail's
over
pace I unconsciously gave myself
to my reflections, though I bad by this
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or
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impatience, tuking, however,
opportunity of his absence to make

ungry

ed and groaned ominously as we passed over it, Lalande took a turn to the
right and followed α narrow track
whereon we had to ride nose to tall.
Womanlike, I began to think he was I
him
taking the wrong road and asked

Pew are entirely free from it.
It mey develop so slowly as to cause
little if any disturbance during the whole
period of childhood.
It may then produce irregularity of the
stomach and bowels, dyspepsia, catarrh,
and marked tendency to consumption
before manifesting itself in much cutaneous

was

remark

of

last

choosing the most

ditlicult tracks to show how well he
knew the way. We now entered the
mountains of the Limousin, ami what
would hnve been a mile elsewhere became three here with the ups and
downs, the tur^s and twists. For miles
we passed uever a human habitation
except now and again a few woodcutters' huts and sometimes a small outlying farm, and I felt the»*Justice of
Lalande's remark when he defended
himself from a sharp attack by Mou·
eette by saying he had chosen this

road because it was safe from gentlemen like La Coquille, who never found
any bones worth the pickiug on it and
therefore left it and its difficulties severely alone—though, of course, there
was the odd chance of our meeting
them, and so again to the old argument

of traveling by night
As we went on the scenery became
wilder and more savage, ami once a
large gray wolf with two cube by her
side appeared on the track about fifty
paces or so in front of us. and after
giving our party a quiet survey and
showing us a line of great strong teeth

a? she snarled on us trotted calmly
off with her family down the hillside.
Both Mousette and myself were not
unnaturally alarmed, but Laiande.
with a "Never fear, madame: there
is no danger." kept quietly along,
though 1 saw that he had pulled a pistol from his holster. As the day advanced we became aware that the sun

r.:> trore
was being obscured by <
u.· t ;ue or'
often thuu it should be a.
: ::sts
year, and every now and
of wind would race down lit.· r.··.vines
find lose themselves with o\:!:.ous
warnings through the forest. S: II the
horizon was clear, and high above all
others we could make out the ere>t of
Mouut Odouze. I aslieil Lalunde if he
thought there was likely to be a
storm.

"It is hard to tell, mada'ne. Storms
lulls.
on very suddenly in t!n■* !
very
But if there is one it will
bad. for we can see the Cradle, as that
dip between the two peaks of Muiint
come

Odouze Is called, quite distinctly."
llut, though he spoke thus reassuringly, I saw that be increased the pace
and that ever aud again he would scan
the horizon and look up at the sky.
Once when he tliought I had caught

him he explained as he pointed upward:
'Tie a red eagle, madame, that must
have flown here from the Pyrenees, a
long journey. See. there it Is. thut
speck In the sky."
I followed bis glance, but could
m.'ike out nothing. "You have sharp
eyesight, Laiande," I said, with a

ray as best we can by night."
But this was too much. Not for any·
iiing was I going to endure the misery
f last night over again, and I argued
nd expostulated with Lalande, Mouette Joining with me with shrill objurations. and at last the poor fellow
ave In. but. I confess, with a very bad
race, grumbling a good deal to liiiuelf and declaring he would be no lonI own
er responsible for our safety.
ow that we were wrong In persisting
s we did, but I put It to any oue if
hey would have endured that we had

endure without protest, and. then,
women, and I am afraid poss pssed some of that contrariness of dis·
f osition which I have heard the oppoβ te sex credit us with, though for pure,
t îulish obstinacy give me a man who
t [links he ban made up his mind.
Lalande was, however, determined
1 pon one thing, and that was to avoid
t tie main road, and, as I had so far succ essfully opposed his plan of forcing a
r ight Journey, I did not feel Justified
ι making further objections and ai* med him to follow the bypaths he
hose without further protest, though
ideed It was a· if there was some

ι

J

)

re were

consequence. The position was getting
a little absurd when Jeanne's toIc·
rang out sharply:
Mme. de
Of course!
"Of course!
Lorgnac shall have the best we can

Just

provide."

"I saw the stranger start perceptibly,
and an odd. curious look came Into hi·
eyes. Then, as If with an effort he
stepped forward and, lifting his hat,
«aid with a foreign accent:
••Will Mme. de Lorgnac permit me to
assist her to alight? I have the honor
to be known to M. !e Chevalier de
Lorgnac. My name is Norreys-Colonel
Norreys—of whom perhaps yoo may
have heard."
I became almost sick with fear and
apprehension, for this was the very
man whom I last wished to meet.
It
was he who had borne the order concerning me to De Termes. He must
therefore be aware that my presence
there meant that I was In flight He
acknowledged himself to be a friend of
my husband, and I felt that all was
lost. Mustering up as much courage
as I could, I thanked him for his offer,
and he helped me to dismount, saying
as he did Rt :

"Madame will find the inn more than
comfortable. I have been here for two
duvs awaiting a friend. If he comes
this evening. I shall have to leave tomorrow with the greatest regret
has been so nuiet and peaceful here.
It was a
1 glanced at him again.
strong, good face. The eyes looked at
me honestly, and in their clear depths
I could see no deceit. That woman β
instinct of which I have spoken told me
at ouce that here was a mau to be
trusted; that he was incapable or
treachery. But the same feeling used
to come'over me whenever I saw De
Lorgnac, and yet who was more base

^lt

than he?

Nevertheless I was now moved by an
Impulse I could not resist.
"M. de Norreys. will you see me In
an

I have a favor to ask of

hour?

you?"

lie looked a little surprised, but bow.
ed. "If there is anything I can do for
vou. madame, command me." His tone
"was cold ami formal and chilled me.
Then he stepped to one side to let me

pass, and I entered the inn.
I had made up my mind. I felt sure
that he was here to prevent my going
farther. What else could have broupht
him to this out of the way place? Hut
he looked a gentleman and a man of
honor, aud I could follow the dictates
of my heart and throw myself on hie
mercy.

[το

ηκ

conti*u*i>.1

HARDY SUWAROFF.

:

"I

Perallarltlm of One o< Π«··Ι·'<
Great Military «onnniinderi.
Suwarofl, Russia's great military
commander, was a little man. Insignlflcaut in er erything but that intangible
power of mind and character with
which physical strength is never to be
compared. He had been sickly in bin
youth, but became hardy under the
stimulus of cold bathing and the benetits of a plain diet Buckets of cold
water were thrown over him In the
morning, and his table was served with
fare which guests would fain have refused, but dared not lent he should
He despised
think them effeminate.
dress and delighted in drilling his men
in shirt sleov.*, sometimes with
stockings literally "down at the heeL

ht£

a

Mousette, poor girl, was crying
jftly to herself, though she kept her
ay with the greatest coura;.e. This
eing the case, 1 culled to Lai:.nde that
•e could not go on any farth· r, but at
is intercession we made yet another
(Tort, and at last we halted near a
lump of beeches, close to which a
mall brook purled by. I do not think
shall ever forget the kindne*s and at
•ntion of the honest fellow. He made
s as comfortable a resting place as he
!»uld contrive with the aid of saddle

time unless the world be made anew,
but with us there were times and seasons when we had to act like men.
Last year, when I was in Paris, where
[ had taken my daughter for her près
entation. a great lady called on me. j
the wife and daughter of a soldier, and
she reached our house almost in hys
terics because one of the wheels of her
coach had come off and she had to walk
She was in
a hundred paces or so.
fear of her life at the accident, and
when Ave had made much of her and
she was gone my husband's eyes met
mine, and the same thought struck us
both, for he came up and kissed me.

Scrofula

we

nd

j

am

Mousette'e

should increase our

that
canter, adding, truly enough,
tint it would rouse us all up. We f«»1iwed his advice, nothing lo. tli, and
cpt at this pace with occasional halts
) rest the horses for the best part of
At last, however, ncitlu r
ie night.
iousette nor myself could endure go
lg on longer, and indeed our horses
ere as much if not more worn out
In short, we were so
îan we were.
itiirued that I had got into a frame
f mind in which I did not care what
appetied to me. one way or the other,

that we

might get away unobserved. Hither
madame accompanied us and, after giving some further instructions in a low
tone to La lande, embraced me again
and again, and I am afraid we both
wept, while Mousette joined in to keep
us company.
Finally Ave started, and

saying:
"Mordleu, I thank God I
thirty years younger!"

In

night that be

,ith them. There was one advantage
re derived from these bowlders. They
ept the horses and ourselvts ire in
leeping, for after a stumble and a j»'rk
oth beast and rider began to see the
idly of nodding and bravely strove to
eep awake.
At last we came to something that
Hiked like level ground, and L::Ia:ide

know it ia Impossible."
The moon was just rising when, after
taking an affectionate farewell of Mme.
de Termes, who had been to me as a
mother, we started, Mousette. Lalande
uim

truth

"3ly

name

is Xorrcys."

smile, and then the matter dropped. I
could not. however, think how good a
heart was benettth that rough exterior,
and not the Quest gentleman 1 have
ever met could have behaved to us
with more chivalrous courtesy than
did that simple underofllcer of horse.
A little past midday we rented for an
hour or so, more for the sake of the
animals than ourselves, and then con-

tinued our Journey.
"We should make St. Yriarte by
nliout 3 o'clock, madame," said La·
lande, "and there is a small inn there
kept by my sister and her husband, fur
we are of the Limousin. It is culled tin·
Golden Frog. We will stay tnere f>>r
the night, and a long march tomorrow
will bring us to Meyrnac by nightfall."
"Thank goodness!" exclaimed Moil
eette, "for every bone In my body aches
as If some one had beaten me."
As the time passed, bringing with it
no storm, 1 began to think we were
safe from that annoyance, and at last
from the crest of a hill over which we
were riding we suddenly came lu si^ht
of St. Yriarte lyiug below ua in a little
valley. As we did so Lalaude culled
out, "We will be there In half an hour,
madame, and save all chance of a wet-

ting for tonight!"
It took

uh

a

little time to descend the

slope of the hill, but after that we
came to more or less level ground and
ill a few moments reached the gates of

the inn, which stood In a somewhat
large garden some way apart from the
hamlet, for St. Yriarte could be called

Hut his hardihood of life and action
bad Its effect on the men he commanded.
lie was often up and about by
midnight and would salute the first
soldier whom he saw moving with a
piercing cockcrow in commendation of
his early rising. During the first Polish war he had given orders for an
attack at cockcrow, and a spy In the
camp carried the news to the enemy.
The attack, however, really took place
at i> o'clock in the evening, when the
arrangement had been made, for
Suwaroff, suspecting treachery, had
then turned out his troops by his well
known crowing. The enemy, expecting the event in the morning, were entirely unprepared and fell easy victims
to his forethought.
"Tomorrow morning." said he to ms
troops on the evening before the storming of Ismail, "an hour before daybreak I mean to get up. I shall wash
and dress myself, say my prayers, give
one g< khI cockcrow aud then capture
Ismail."

An ImpoNnlble Task.
The committee waited upon the successful man.
"Your fame has preceded you." they
said as he entered the room. lie smiled
serenely. "I am rather well known."

he admitted modestly.
"You have Riven names to sleeping
cars, new cigars, health foods and
games—names that have pleased the
public and your patrons?"
The successful man bowed.
"Well." said the spokesman, "we ha ve

baby at our house, and we have
to you to select a name that will
please her parents, sisters and brothers,
grandparents, cousins, nncles,
aunts and friends of the family and
herself later on."
The successful man frowned sternly.
"Sir." he said, "I do not undertake
the impossible!"—Cincinnati Commer-

a new
come

cial Tribune.

It l'assied II lin.

no other name.
As we rods In a dog commenced to
Lalande called out: "Jeanne!
bark.
Jeanne!" And, on our halting near the
entrance, guy with honeysuckle In full
bloom, Lalando's sister and her husband came out to meet us and. seeing
him, fell to embracing him, and there
was an animated converse carried on
by all three at once while Mousette
and I were kept waltiug. While we
did this patiently I begun to look
around me and for the tirst time became avare of the presence of a stran-

It is said of a former Marquis of
Townshend that when young and engaged In battle he saw a drummer nt
his side killed by a cannon ball which
scattered his brains in every direction.
Ills eyes were at once fixed on the
ghastly object, which seemed to engross his thoughts. A superior officer
observing him supposed he was intimidated at the sight and addressed him
lu a manner to cheer his spirits. "Oh!"
said the young marquis, with calmness, but severity. "I am not frightened.
I am puzzled to make out how any man
with such a quantity of brains ever
came to be here!"

whether he should offer to assist me to
dismount or not He was a tall, well
built man, with aquiline features, fair
hair and blue eyes, and wore a short,
pointed beard slightly tinged with
gray. Ills dress was simple, though
rich, and it was easy to see that, whoever he was, be was α person of some

"IIow about that historical novel?"
asked the publisher.
"No good at all." answered the reader to whom It had been assigned. "The
man doesn't understand how to write
historical npvels. and he hasn't perverted the truth as we know It enough to
make any kind of a rumpus among the
Ills book would fall flat."—
critics.
Chicago Post

by

ger. He hud beeu sitting on α garden
seat, half hidden by the falling honeysuckle, but as my eyes fell on him he
rose politely and stood as if in doubt
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If you knew how SCOTT'S
EMULSION would build you
up, increase your weight,

strengthen your weak throat
and lungs and put you in con-

dition for next winter, you
would begin to take it now.
Semi for free

Mmple, nnd try It.

SCOTT & BOW NE. Chemists.
409-415 Pearl Street, New York.
50c. «mlf1.00; all druggists.

Too True to Be Profitable.

lit· Rccri't·.

Judge

—

Your innocence la

proved.

You are acquitted.
IMsoner (to the Juryi— Very sorry,
indeed, gentlemen, to have given yoo
all this trouble for nothing.
Conaolinir

Thought.

He—Darling. I have lost my position.
She—Never mind, dear. Think of how
small your salary was.—Brooklyn Life.
Some people take care of their money and neglect their stomachs,—Atchison Globe.
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cipal part of the letter consisted of in dren from North Waterford visited her her aunt's.Bennett and Miss Grant
Sozodont
25
thereof
the
Liquid,
For sale by Shurtleff & Co., E. P. Parlin, order thereon, three weeks successively In the probate
Postmaster Wyman and wife attende
presented by George ClarkJ
spent
George
sinuations and innuendoes, and th< parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Sawyer, last
Rubifoam
25 cts.
South Paris; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Oxford Democrat, a newspaper printed In Parts, executor therein named.
last week with his mother, Mrs. Jennie the Baptist quarterly meeting at Ea«
Democrat would not publish it in th< > week.
in our County of Oxford, the last publication to
JOHN L. HORNK, late of Norway, deceased.
Otisfield the past week.
Tooth Paste,
Drug Store, Norway.
25 cte.
be 30 days at least prior to said second Tuesday
form it was written, if it was directe* I
Eddie McAllister from Waltham, Mass., Bennett.
Final account presented for allowance by Abble
Mrs. Emma Child, who fell and brok
of October, 19J2, that he may there and then in L.
Lafayette Chamberlain is visiting hie
administratrix.
Home,
against any candidate of any party, a has been spending his vacation with his
said Cour, appear and show cause, If any
her leg last March, is now able to cal
aunt, Mrs. Fred Bennett.
No such thing as "summer complaiut" our
mother, Mrs. Leonard Gammon.
any time.
he have, why the prayer of said Libelant should
DANIEL D. ΜΛΤΙ1Ε80Ν, late of Albany,
Mrs. Mattie Hardy and daughter are on her friends but is yet quite lame.
where Dr. Fowler'a Extract of Wild not be granted.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keniston
deceased.
Final account presented for allowis
work
Hall's.
at
for
John
A
David
Atkins
at
Arthur
8.
C.
is
STROUT,
ance
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGIST,
her
children from Lovell visited
by Milton Penley, administrator.
Strawberry
parents,
kept handy. Nature's
POSTMASTERS APPOINTED.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
were at Putnam.
Warren
Gertrude
Hazel
and
for
looseness
ol
the
Wm.
bowela.
Mr. and Mrs.
Gammon, Sunday.
remedy
every
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
A true copy of the libel and order of court
F. G. Fames has been appointed post
Pari β, Μβΐπβ.
Mext door to Post Office,
Ο. O. Tracy and David Chenery ar
Harry Buck's last week.
J. Bart 1 ett has finished haying here.
thereon.
Judge of MUd Court.
master at Rumford Point.
Bath will have a big firemen's muster
A true oopy—Attest
C. B. Harlow's girls are in the place working for Mrs. H. B. Bishop thi
Attest: CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
McKeen
have
Loriu
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I
James II. Swan has beeu appointe*
RE-VI-I%0.
ALBERT D. PARK, Regleter.
D. Euqkne Crap lin, Counsel for Libelant.
on Labor Day, Sept. 1st.
(yProprietor of the famous
week.
visiting.
moved back home to East Stoneham.
postmaster at £ast Bethel.
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The Kind You Han Always Bought

The FINEST COCOA in the World
Costs Less than One Cent Cup
Thirty-Eight Highest Awards in
Europe and America.
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Supplies.
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varying
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Walter A, Wood Harvesting
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1 Α ΠΠΓ Our Spring and
Summer Clothing.
purchases
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Headache

Eyeache

Blurring

Republican Meetings
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Sewall,

Samuel Richards,

Appeal
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Wright,
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bility
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Variety

Gen. C. H. Grosvenor,
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Hon.
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Hale and

Hon. John D.

Long
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Sewing Machines
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Norway,
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MORE STREET

"jflCK" WILL ΠΕ Tl'RNKD OFF
NEXT MONDAY.

has file

lîev. Λ. W. Pottle and wife are at th ο
Poland eamp[meeting this week.

South Paris streets will go dark Sept
1st. That was decided at the meeting ο
the South Paris Village Corporation lasi

calcampa*" •"•«V'iS'S îïï

!

MAINE NEWS NOTES.

NORWAY.

SPEECH.

But to go back to the Democratic record. Ια 1888 the Democrats, then in
control of the national house, appointOF THE TRUST
DISCUSSION
A
FULI.
ed a committee to investigate trusts.
REMEDEMOCRATIC
AND
TUE
F.VIL,
They investigated a while, and made a
DIES PROl'OSED.
partial report, stating that they found a
great number of trusts existing. Thon
continued to investigate, and took
Tho only drawback abontthe Republi- they
a thousand pages of testimony, which
LITTLEFIELD'S

MR.

LIGHTS.

chu Rome.

ocoml Congregational Church, Rev. 15 S
Preaching service Sunday
Hideout, PastorA. M.; Sabbath .School, 12.1*) Μ.; Mcn'i
Social Meeting, 7:15 ρ
at
6:30;
Prayer Meeting
m.; regular weekly L'rayer Meeting, Thursdaj
evening; Y. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday even
10:40

tnp 7 Λ0.

I

The Second Regiment, Ν. G. S, M.,
put in its turn at Camp Hill last week.
It is not difficult to imagino tlie proud

that undoubtedly wa^ displayed
by Janitor Sam Osborne of Colby as he
bore the American flag in the big Good
Templar parade in Stockholm. We have
no doubt that it was the
happiest moment of Sam's life, barring that perhaps
when ho first learned he was a free man.
Everybody who knows the faithful old
janitor will fceUglad that he had such
an opportunity to bear the stars and
stripes in a procession for the cause he
loves so well.

■

■

I

I

J
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their investigation on the lirst day Cantor. Preaching set vice on Sun<lay, at 10:: I
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hand
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All veterans of the civil war are rc
at the annual meeting made a report giv·
of some of the ablest Democratic states- 12.00 m.; Social Krenlng Meeting, 7Λ0 p.meetnu p. *·
class
3:3S p.
10:1 s
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liolog ui> west)—10i)0 Λ.
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to meet near the
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statistics
the
ing
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ing, Friday evening.
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her of Maine towns and cities for electric
79c.
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
v., on the second day of the fail
gress would expire by limitation, they
11! 2 A. M.
a. m.; Sabbath School,
10:30
whole
Preaching
the
service,
made their report, referring
water power with
C1IUKCHKS.
Aaron O. Corbett was drawn as gram lights operated by
12-00 m. Prayer Meeting Sunilav evening 7 P. M.
to
the
in a
or without an auxiliary
recommendation
lost
a
number
without
farmer
steam
matter
A Ilaynesville
χ 72 inches, finished ends, pretty pattern·
size
Rev. W. t
Norway people were present,an1 consideration of
juror Saturday, and John W. Chute am 1 While conditions varied much inplant.
Ksr·»'. Congregational Church.
the
of young cattle recently in a very sinSTATED MEETOTOS.
subsequent congresses—
Pans
from
numbers
or
were
l'.rt ■·■*-. I». IX, paelor. Preaching services, 10:4 i Elmer E. Tuell traverse
there
HiU,
room
jurors for th< different towns as to tho price paid, the
of colors—just the thing for your sitting
lie had 12 head of young
a Republican congress then having been
manner.
l
m. ;t" l 7s»' P. *■; Sun.lay School 13
»
F. A A. M. Regular meetlpgof Oxford Lodpe gular
West Taris, Oxford, Woodstock, and
October term of court.
Church prayer meeting ο
I* s. < K. at»'· ρ·
elected.
candle power of the lights, and the
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other
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o'clock.
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not
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AH,
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Either they didn't know what legis- liefore fuil moon Oxford Royal Arch Chapter, but in looking for them last week he
A special meeting of Paris Grange wil I hours run, a careful analysis of the table
mfta s
At about S o'clock Hon. James
on or
w:-, -.mnectcd, are cor'tally Invite»!.
of dis- No. 29, assembles Wo<lnceday Evening,
these and
could only find four. Search was made
Ik? held Saturday of next week, to maki seems to show that the new prices of the Wrfcrht called the
«list Church, Kev. A. W. Pottle, Pastoi
to ordor, and I lation to recommend, this body
befor»· full moon. Oxford Council, R. 4 S. M.,
This is only a few out of our large stock. Glad to show
assembly
-urnlav, morning prayer meeting. 9:30 λ
Democratic statesmen, or Friday evening, after fullmoon. Oxford Lodge, for the others, but for some time the
for the fair exhibit, aud ; Oxford" Light Co. are proportionately with
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distingu.shafter
reaching service 10 :45 a. y., Sabbath Schoo full attendance is desired.
*
evening
it.
No.
Ark
Wednesday
others.
Marinent,
1,
didn't dare recommend
labor was without results. The searchhigher than in most if not all the other
p. *.
4., Κ μ wort h League Meeting, β:15
men who have represented the old they
ers wandered in the vicinity of a lumber
What has the Republican party done? fullmoon.
towns.
!iu prayer meeting 7 P. M. ; prayer meetln;
I. (). O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
Second Maine District in congress intr°Paris Grange will have a tield day al
of
ν evening ; cla*-» meeting,
the
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who
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Evening.
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It
Jones,
salutary provisions
In Odd Fellow»' Mall, every Tuesday
passed
camp, and by strong stench which seemFriday evening
Superintendent W.
duced as their worthy successor the
Odd
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When the door
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Mr.
I ittlelield of Rockland.
of each month. Mr. Hope Rel>ekah Lodge, investigation
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be trusted to deal with thi.i great So. S8, m^ets on llrut ami third Friday of each of the camp was opened the dead bodies
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was greeted with hearty applause, both may
1 ntv. r-.illnt Church, Kev. .1. II. Little, Pu-tor
month.
as it deals with all other great
of the eight lost animals were found
I.. L. Russell has bought a farm in some over fifty 2">-candle power incanthe 1.UU and on rising t" question,
-ervlce every Sunday
'J ·3ι> p.
it
Kaatern Telephone Connection.
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K. of 1'.—Regular meeting 'n Hathaway Block
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RAILWAY.

Commencing .lune 15, 1 !«·_',

1 he Kpworth League will have it *
usual popular lecture course this fall
>
beginning quite early in the season.

Monday night.

was

Tnesdav evening was tho lack οι a u.ui
We enough to seat all the people who
to get in. Tho hall was comfortably filled long before the hour of
opening, many ladies being
Then additional chairs wore brought m
and placed in the aisles, and what standroom was left in the rear of the ha
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I. K. CHASE. So. Paris.
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MAINE REGISTER
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Single City Directory.
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Price,
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Ii/Bfs & Pond Pianos..

0EÉ»'s!

Expands.

The Conterratory

The New England Conservatory of
Mueic is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
is the largest school of music in the
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
ever since it was founded in lS."j3 by Dr.
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
developed, a few Ivers A Pond pianos
Since then, as the conwere purchased.
servatory has expanded, there bave
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers «&
Pond pianos. With the expansion incidental to moving into the new buildiug, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for .'11
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of iftW.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would 1κ· hardly possible
than
years' continued patronage by
this m>>st critical <>f musical institutions.

For Bilious and Nervous Disorder*, such ts
Tind indlPaia in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meals.Diz·
ziness and Drowsiness, Cold Chills. Flushings of
Heat, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of Breath.Costiveness, Blotches oo the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nervous and Tremblinjc Sensations etc. These ailments all arise
from a disordered or abused condition of the
stomach and liver.
BmcAmi'· PU!*, taken as directed, will
quickly restore Females to complete health. They
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a

>
>

>
>
>
»
»
>
>
•
•
>

From the Boston Herald, the leading
issue
newspaper of New England, in its
of July 13, 19U2.

•
>

W.J. WHEKXEIK, Agent,
South Paris. Oxford

PORTLAND

Me.

County,

^16

Service.

ami Interior
S«4
Keiorta of \rwr llngluittl.

Benny on a bobsled eat.
Bill fed cocoa to the cat

4

Jenny said. "No pen Is here."
James bought lumber for a pier.
Dora. In a rage, stood near.

4

4

s

4

Jack said. "8top them. Bert. I pray."
Jane wore calico alway.
Peter sent a load of hay.

j<

4
1
s
<

λ'ο. 243.—Rhomboid.
Across: 1. Good In law. 2. Pertaining
to practice of manners in reference to
ach/mved without thm publication i
rlglit and wrong. 3. A p!n on which
of tmatimon/ala. thm fact bminy <HM
Bmmcham'aPittarecommendfhom- V anything turns. 4. Vegetable juice
selves.
Beechara's Pills have for many years been the λ boiled with sugar. 5. To hiuder.
popular family medicine wherever the English *
Down: L A letter. 2. A verb. 3. To
language is spoken, an·) they now s'an'i without 4.
cut short. 4. The flag. 5. A masculine
a rival.
10 cents and 25 cents, at all drug stores.
j name. 6. Erudition. 7. A large open
Annual sale S.UUMJUO boxes.
wooden resseL 8. A nickname. 0. A
■>

<

Chltago.
Also Floor l'aint. Floor Varnish, Coach
Muralo, «fcc.,
and Spar Varnish,
Masurv's Railroad and Liquid Paints,
For salt» by,

all it# stages there
ahould be cleanliness.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

In

El?*» Créa» Ifc'.lm

letter.

·

exclamation and make uncultivated.
4. To a visit add an exclamation and
make immature. 5. To ruthless add an

an

exclamation and make a youug man.
<1 To the whole amount add an exclamation and make to permit.

MAUVE.

«ΟΙ ΤΗ ΡΛΚ1Ν.

cV'Ui^e^.eo^tlic-andl i!#
·»: e.
'he disea-ed ΠΗ
11 cures catarrh ν ·! d. * es
*wty a ccid itt I'M bead

■o. 240.—Mlaainit Rhyme.
Light words have oft a kingdom
Anil Jesters truest prophets

■

quickly.

247.—Picture Pu*«le·.

So.

Balm i > plac J Into the nostrils, spread·»
ne and :j absorbed. Keliaf isirntfc? K>
*. ι
e&ud a c ire follows. It is not drying—doe#
··
[irodtice er.eezi.n·,·. Larçe S.ze, 50 cent· at Iiruj;or by mail ; Trial S:z«, 10 cents by mail.
ill. Y l; ΚυΓΙΙ Ε Its, 5<ί Warren Street, New York
Cream

Not

I did

cheaper,

or

not ask for a bottle any
twice a· large, I did ask tor

PERRY DAVIS*

PainkrtW

and will not have any substitute, for I
have used it. my lather used it, and there
is no substitute as good.
Sold everywhere. i;c. and 50c. bottles.

In every town

and' village
may be had,

SOUTH PARIS.

Builders' Finish !

I will furnish I>< ►< >KS an·! WINDOWS of any
>lzc or style· at reasonable prices.

Also Window à Door Frames.

If lu wan: of any Win·! of Klnl»h for Inside or
line Lumoutside work, senti In your orders
ber and Shingles ou ban<l Cheap for Cash.

Mica
Axle
Grease

I

I

and Job Work.!

that makes your
horses glad.

Matched Hurl Wooil Kloor Hoar-Is for sale.

w.

E.

( iiwiu i

i;
Maine.

EXPERIENCE

tfasfoosfll
of the
Τ RiF "I. F."
ATHOOirs
BITTFRS
AFTFR

I

mnnne

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

MtALS

Anynn·» -«ondliiif a sketrh an<l description may
liilrklT m.H' «rtain < ir opinion free whether au
invention ,* probably patentable. ('••niniuiilralionsRtrictlyconU<leiitlal. Handbook on Patents
Mint fr.···. oldest aitencv for swurilitf patents.
patents taken through Munn Λ Co. receive
tptruil H"tte», without chante, lu the

BLOOD

nmttR
A SO

The New Werner
Edition of the....

Encyclopaedia

·

Britannica
Bear In Mind
So do not

Tlut thi*offer is

_

Delay, t°r

Limited

Never Before

^
librar>*
been within everyare
chances
and
the
body's easy reach,
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such an opportunity will

Never
edition

Again

of the

SyçSWS

BRITANNICA contains

Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

examine the

complete set.

COUPON

I would like full details and specimen
pages of the New Werner Encyclopaedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
Name
Street

City

and State

1. A kind of wreath. 2. Moving from
3. Une versed in chemto place.
istry. 4. A three leuved plant of many
species. 5. According to logic, β. Fi-

place

delity.

24».—Initial Change·.
Change the iuitial letter of the word
meaning to miss and get In turn each
of the ten words whose meaning is a«
No.

follows:

3. That
2. A prison.
1. To call.
which carries letters. 4. Part of the
Anger. 5. Receptacle for water. 0. A
7. l'art of a
bar of wood or iron.
yacht. 8. The end. y. To weep.·* 10. A

RED

players ?

5. Which is the favorite of football

BEFORE
ΥΟί

MLUICIHt.

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia

Digests what you eat.

This preparation contains all of the
digestants and digests ail kinds of
food. It gives instant relief and never
iails to cure. It allows you to eat all
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thuusauds of dyspeptics have been
cured aftereverythiDg else failed. Is
unequalled for the stomach. Children with weak stomachs thrive on it.
First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary.

Chicago
Prepared only hy E. O. L)«Witt A Co.,
Τ ho 41. bottk· cunt inaJH Unit·# the 50c.

FOR SALE!

THE HERBERT M. TUCKER

0. Which is unlucky?
7. Which is sweet?
8. Which number Is beyond any

that it

boy?

K«r to the Pussier.
No. 231.—Word Square: 1. Alert. 2.
Liver. 3. Evade. 4. ltedan. 5. Trend.
No. 232.—In England: Bath.
No. 233.—Buried Proverb: All's well
that ends well
No. 234.—Numerical Enigma: Na-

kind words and a caress, but there aro
unhappy persons whose Jealousy
Is chronic and who make themselves
ridiculous and annoying by their iits
and storms of Jealous passion. The

Jealousy of such persons .« beyond season. Indeed, It Is a form of dementia
which begets every sort of violence.
Pride is the strongest controller of
Jealousy. The theologians reckon pride
a
among the seven deadly sins, but as
matter of fact pride is at the bottom of
much of the virtuous action in the
world. Pride is the root of most brav-

of

Maaolnir

thaniel Hawthorne.
Mates,
No.
235.
Transpositions:
tames, teams, steam, meats.
Να 230.—Riddle: OVAL.
No. 237.—Beheadments: 1. O-blt. 2.
O-pen. 3. S-cow. 4. G-nat. 5. L)-ram.
D.
8. Il-aha.
7. C-hat
β. O-gee.
—

V1ys TjkH

L-ear.
No. 238.—Letter Puzzle: Battle, tablet, batlet; bleat, table; tale, late, beut.
bate, bale.
No. 23U.—Thackeray Anagrams: 1.

Maria Osborne. 2. Harry Warrington.
3. Major Arthur Pendennls. 4. Lord
Castlewood. 5. Henry Esmond.
No. 240.—Annexing and Prefixing:
D-l-d. E-as-e. L-eve-1. P-o-p.
No. 241.—Queer Cats: 1. Catnip. 2.
Catastrophe. 3. Catapult. 4. Catkin.
5. Catacomb. 0. Catarrh. 7. Cattle. 8.

Category. 9. Cataract. 10. Caterpillar.
13.
12. Catamount.
11. Catalogue.
Catamaran.

14. Catechism.

Bkkcham's Pills for stomach *n<l liver 111·

Ethel—"What

a

situated on the ltucktield road, three
South l'arls village. The farm contains 75 acres.
The Ullage lan<l Is In a high state of cultivation.
The pa-tun··* are good and there la plenty of
wuul near the house. I.arge and small fruit in
Barn 40xti.' and carriage house
abundance.
IK.\40 are new, are tlnelv finished ouUlde and in,
Water In house and ham. The
*nd cost Sl'W·
fartii car rte» twenty head of cattle and pair of
On rural delivery and creaai routes.
horses
Very pleasant location.

A RARE CHANCE FOR SOMEONE.
For particulars and tenue Inquire of

or

WILSOX A «.RAT, So. Paris,
S. M. KING near the premises.

TRUES
Β

Μη Htorm

X ELIXIR.

finely chiseled mouth

you have! It ought to be on a girl's
face." Jack—"I seldom miss an op-

The

Utt

«un». **>. entirely Trouble rrncdr
in children »r adult».' Sjc at your dnun
J. r. ΤΚΙΈ A CO., Alkaiv

only

worm»

fW

1804. Hebron Academy. 1902.

The Fall Term of Hebron
will open

Academy

Tuesday, Sept. 9,1902.

Eczema, scald head, hives, itchiness of
the skin of any sort instantly relieved,
permanently cured. Doan's Ointment.
At any drug store.

one
Father—"In choosing a wife,
should never judge by appearances."
Son—"That's right. Often the prettiest
girls have the least money!"

Foley's Kidney Cure is a medicine free
poisons and will cure any case of
kidney disease that is not beyond the
from

reach of medicine. F. A. Shurtleff &
Co. Orln Stevens, Oxford.

there are many good
fish in the sea." Flora—"Yes, and lots
of lobsters up here on the beach."

Alice—they say
STOPS

S®

5, ,„s"?.PIe

I

most amounting
superstition—tha
be 'taken aback' and to have 'the wind
In the game of life the one-armed mai
the eating of tomatoes produces cancer
taken out of our sails.'
On the contrary, good ripe tomatoei plays a lone hand.
"We 'epln a yarn,' try 'the other
possess immense hygienic and medicina
IT NEEDS A TONIC.
tack,' 'launch' enterprises, get them
properties. Long before they becaim
DeWitt's Little Early Risers tone th » 'under full sail' and often 'wreck*
popular in this country they were use<
as an article of food in France.
The} liver. W. Scott, 531 Highland Avenue them. We cry for 'any port in a storm,'
are
excellent as a remedy for torpic Milton. Pa., says: I have carried De
'take in a reef,' get to our 'rope's end,'
liver and invaluable for those suffering
Witt's Little Early Risers for years an<
*run before the wind* and sometimes
from dyspepsia—in fact, the greatesi I would not be without them."
'keel over.' So it gees on until 1 be·
French and English medical authorities
lleve we can talk about almost everycoincide in the opinion that tomatoes
On the programme of human event (
either raw or cooked, are one of the mos I womon are the consolation race.
thing in the language of the sea."—St.
wholesome esculents to be found in tin
Louis; Republic.
to

the"COUGH

AND WORKS OFF THF. COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
No Cure, no Pay.
one day.
a cold in
Price 25 cents.

George—"I proposed to that girl and

I

In deference to the wishes of severa
tin
tin
of
tomatoes cat
idea that the eating
foundation
it
had
any
produce cancer
fact. He characterized the impressioi
as a popular fallacy, and stated that then
was not the slightest reason for believ
ing that the vegetable could possibly
have the effect of
causing moi-bit
growths in the system which has beei
so widely ascribed to it.
Sudden exposure to heat when th<
body is chilled, or sudden exposure ti
cold when overheated, will both caust
Cool
sore throat with many people.
bathing when the body is perspiring 01
arc
it
also.
Children
cause
will
heated
very susceptible to these influences,
especially when they are constitutionally
delicate, changing from a warm bed to a
cool room being sometimes sufficient tc
Loud talking, excause a sore throat.
cessive reading aloud, much singing,
etc., are productive of sore throat.
Among other causes may be mentioned
rheumatism, gout, dyspepsia, and catarrh.
Frequent baths in tepid salt water,
followed by brisk friction of the whole
body, is a protective measure beet employed in the morning directly after
rising. These bathe are tonics to the
skin, and fortify it against the deleterious
sudden
of
influences
atmospheric
changes. Those who have any weakness
make
it
an invariashould
of the throat
ble rule to keep the feet warm and dry,
and they should also avoid talking much
in the open air.
A correspondent recently askod for a
good formula for the toilet vinegar, and
as the recipe may be valuable to others,
I give it in this column: Oils of lavender,
rosemary, juniper, peppermint, and cinnamon, of each two minims; oils of
lemon and cloves, of each four minims;
rectified spirit, one and a half ounces;
water to eight
acetic acid, two ounces;
ounces.
Dissolve the oils in the spirit,
add the acid and water, agitate occasionally for a day or two, then Alter. A
few drops added to a basinful of water
when one is tired have a refreshing effect;
a wineglassful of the vinegar may be
added to the bath.—McCall's Magazine.

Nothing betrays the careless woman
sooner than her nails, and nothing shows

This

êWÂ

signature is

Laxative

he

Clrcomlocotlon.

every box of the

Brome-Quinine

remedy that

curt.·* h

col·! In

genulot 1

™>μ·

one

day

A New Jersey artist painted a portrai
natural that a mosquito bored holei 1
ι in it.

I so

PRECAUTION.
Don't neglect a cold. By using On<
Minute Cough Cure you can cure it a
Cures coughs, croup, throat am
once.
lung troubles.
A NECESSARY

"This," said the philosopher, "is >
time of unrest. It—" "You're right,"
interrupted the new papa, "I haven't 1
had a good night's sleep for two weeks.'
The thrust of a lance does not hurl
than the abdominal pains follow
ing the eating of improper food. Quick
relief comes with the use of Perry Davis
Painkiller. Always keep it in the house
more

I

have not
Grandpa—"Well, Horace,
It's hard lines.'
fish.
any
Horace—"But we had good luck diggin'
we

(caught

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
F. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
25c.
on each box.

Smith—"Brown is the laziest

man on

Jones—"How so?" Smith—
record."
'When his wife asks him to water her
flower bed he throws a bucket of water
on his Newfoundland dog and then has
him stand in the middle of the flower
bed and shake himself."

Burdock Blood Bitters gives a «an a
clear head, an active brain, a strong,

vigorous body—makes

battle of life.

him fit for the

George—"Don't you ever get tired of
being made love to!" Edith—"I might
if it were

always

the earae man."

Croup instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas'

Eclectric Oil.
same
fails. At any
nails

would have marled her if it hadn't been refinement
the
than
better
for something she said." Fred—"What possession. Hands with beautiful
did she say!" George—"No."
always please, and the eye dwells on
them with a peculiar eatiefaction. Don't
disall
will
cure
Cure
Foley's Kidney
cut your nails. If they are rounded off
eases arising from disordered kidneys or
with a file every day they will not need
bladder. F. A. Shurtleff A Co. Orin to be cut with
the scissors, which is inStevens, Oxford.
jurious. An orange stick is excellent
It isn't the girl who fires up quickly for cleaning the finger nails after they
have been soaked for a few minutes in
that makes the best match.
warm water containing a little lemon
are
in
this
community
juice.
Many persons
suffering from kidney complaint who
In selecting a lobster, the rock lobster
could avoid fatal results by using Foley's
with black spots on the back is consider&
Co.
A.
Shurtleff
F.
Cure.
Kidney
ed best
Orin Stevens, Oxford.

on

Perfectly
drug store.

safe.

Never

She—"You old bachelors seem to
know a lot about women." He—"Of
If we didn't we would probably
course.
not be old bachelors."

No such thing as "summer oomplaint"
where Dr. Fowler'· Extract of Wild
Strawberry is kept handy. Nature's
remedy for every looseness of the bowels.

worn out

ling the Stomachs and Bowels

1 |μ|

all the

time. Back weak and lame and
acliing. Headache, Nervous,
Restless, Excitable. The Kidneys

are

sick.

symptom

common backache to
disorders.

Àt χ lama

hfpmrwt

β, CuHxjnak.Sod» *

Ills, from
complicated urinary

MnpSréil-

Ctaih$d

■M

u
Kidney I'llls advertised, and procuredHe
box from W. L. Wood's drug store.
was
rid
time
used them, and In α very short
of the backache. I always keep I>oan'8
not be
Kidney Pills on band, aud would
without them."
FosFor sale by all druggists: W) cents.
ter-MHburu Co., buffalo, Κ. V.

of

Signature

Fac Simile

Duan's

saw

Flayer.

A perfect Remedy forConstipaΠοη, Sour Slomach, Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverish
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

Mrs. Mnrk ITyde, of 4.1 Thornley street,
Kidney
Pawtucket, It. I., says: "liouu's husband
I'll Is have been uxerf by IkjOi my
obtained
aud two (laughters, and the relief
In every case was very satisfactory. ,\Iy
husband was bothered off ami on for a long
at
time with palus across his back, which
I

of

RoduUtSMtMte.M

of Kidney

times became very severe.

Signature

/ίκψτ qffiUllrSAMUELPtTaaR
[\ιηψΙωι Seul·'

Kidney Pills
every

jiiayiwifiwgM

Promotes Digeslion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest .Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
NotNarcotic.

Doan's

cure

Bears the

ot

NEW* YORK.
Alb

J}

π
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s

I

h

s
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EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

He

tiLraP

correspondents, I once asked one of
leading cancer specialists whether

SO WEARY.
Weary and

Always Bought

ÀVegefable PreparationFor Assimilating lUcFoodandRegula-1

Say*, Moan»
of Women, Bonnet·.
Men,

convi)lvulus are particuStrrnutlii
All trailing plants and
"It's an odd thing about women," recreepers are valuable in floral decoration
marked Jones to his wife as he settled
ami give that touch of lightness so necla Use For Over 30 Year·.
himself for a special effort "We adto the desired effect of beauty.
Have
Yoo
jUway· Soofht
The Kind
essary
mire you intensely iu the individual.
n or pink cranesbill, and
other tiny [V
blossoms are serviceable in
We adore you when taken singly, but
a few
^ 'ien there are the poppy,
a man's practice puts an ex- it's a strange, sad fact that when
Many
ι
Wel1' the clover U.e tinguisher on his profession.
hundred of you get together you lose
su Dlmr
toad-flax, and others
distinction. A multitude of rare won
w
which will
suggest themselves to the
CONSUMPTION THREATENED.
men brought together in one building
student of Nature.
"I was troubled with a hacking cough for a common cause are far from venAutumn berries and leaves have a
for a year and I thought I had con- erable. Look at Sorosis. The club is
brilliant charm entirely their own. The
sumption," says C. linger, 211 Maple
made up of ideal mothers
fOKe,
hips, St., Champaign, 111. "I tried a great undoubtedly
^ue,der
refuses
"tbers· equally valuable, many remedies and I was under the carc and wives, but one resolutely
else than a convocami™m
it
m
find
to
anything
ngled with the ever-useful blackberry of physicians for several months.
I
and r'ch in its hues, used one bottle of Foley's Honey and tion of bonnets. Earnest, intense wowith R°od effect in Tar. It cured
ranks of the Woman's
not
been
me, and I have
; men recruit the
brown or blue and white pottery. Autroubled since." F. A. ShurtlefT & Co., I Christian Temperance union, but Its
tumn leaves dropped carelessly here
Orin Stevens, Oxford.
mass meetings only amuse the rest of
anil there on the white tablecloth, have
the world. An exclusively feminine tea
The power of the pulpit is great, bul
a"u'n.K appearance, particularly
was never an object of envy to those
hose of the maple and copper beech. that of the person is greater.
who pass it by."
bi
of
should
Hi.icken
different shades
HIS SIGHT THREATENED.
"And whnt of you men?" suggested
collected m autumn, and kept for wintei
"Are you all so much
decoration, while bulrushes make ele"Last month my boy was poisoned b] Mrs. Jones.
gant corner trophies for room or hall. some weed," ssys W. II. Dibble, Sioui finer in a crowd?"
Ked and yellow-berried hollv may bt City, la. We were afraid ho would los< 1
"Undoubtedly," replied Jones. "It
obtained m many parts of the country, his sight. A neighbor recommended isn't open to dispute that a 'gang* of
•l"
«los8y tfreen holly-leave.' I)e Witt's Witch Hazel Salve, and in 1 men is at all times convincing. If it Is
ill last freeh for a long time.
few days he was well. For skin diseases
a mol) with a rope looking up a
The berries of the mountain-ash arc cuts, burns, scalds, wounds, insect bites only
the sight does not luck iincriminal,
also to be included among the numbei De Witt's Witch nazel Salve is sun
The imagination plays
pressiveness.
of Nature s products of the forest thai cure. Relieves piles at once.
about a 'smoker' and speculates as to
may serve for home decoration, and tliev
Those who know most say least, unti I the quality of the cigars and the stomay be preserved for continued use bi
ries. And a good share of the world's
steeping them first in strong salt water there is a special call to testify.
finally, m arranging one's flowers oi
work has been done by men In mass for
TO MY FRIENDS.
berries, it is quite possible to carry oui
Union to us Is strength,
a purpose.
I was troubled with my stomach fo: and the novelist haw always remained
pretty schemes and devices with com
Even sucl several months. Upon being advised t<
mon place jars and crockery.
! below when the door of the banquet
ordinary articles as brown jugs, jars oi use Kodol, I did so, and words canno hall was
opened for the filing out of
brown pottery that have held honoy
tell the good it has done me. Geo. W
York Tribune.
saucers, soup-plates, and baskets of al
Fry, Viola. Kodol cures all stomacl I the ladies."—New
sorts may be turned to account by cover
and bowel troubles, indigestion, dys
METAPHOR OF THE SEA.
mg them with moss, crinkled paper
dainty odds and ends of ribbon etc i
Our hearts and arma are never s< > Term· Aatorlatrd With the Wat**
they are unsuitable without alteration
That Are Very Ezprenntve.
It must, however, be borne in mind tha
strong as when justice is behind us.
a simplicity of style is most in keepim
"Let me put in my onr," said a genFOLEY'S
KIDNEY
CURE
W
lowers they are to hold
tleman as he Joined three of his acx,
Will cure Bright's Disease.
s Magazine.
—McCall
quaintances in the hotel cafe the other
Will cure Diabetes.
UCAI TU
MOTCQ
night and took a seat at a table with
Will cure Stone in Bladder.
An excellent remedial measure, wliicl
Will cure Kidney and Bladder Diseases them.
"That is about the twentieth metamust, however, be adopted at the verj IF. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Orin Stevens
commencement of a sore throat, whei Oxford.
phor of that sort that I have heard tothe irritation is first felt, is to place
light," answered one of the others,
Some believe what they see. Thesi
folded compress, dipped into cold water
"and it seems so strange that we
I
are
who
have
weak
vision.
around the neck, and over this» a thicl
they
very
should borrow so many of cuir ligures
band of flannel. If put on at night whei
•
from the sea. I never thought of it beworst
"I
liad
diabetes
in
its
th<
of
soreness
threatened
form,'
retiring, the
but it Is curious. I have never
fore.
writes
Lee
of
Ind
Marion
have
will
Dunreath,
throat
disappeared b]
probably
the morning. When there is much in "I tried eight physicians without relief been closely associated with the water.
(lamination, inhalation of steam contain Only three bottles of Foley's Kidnej and I don't believe any of us have, and
ing a few drops of eucalyptus oil wil Cure made mo a well man." F. A. Shurt yet we are using sea terms all of the
frequently give much relief, or a linseec leff & Co. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
time. They are wonderfully expresspoultice applied round the throat ex
Ive, too, and I don't know what we
A
wooden
is
an amendment to tin »
leg
in
such
a
casi
but
the
ears,
tending to
would do without them.
I
the patient must be kept in a warm roon constitution.
"You want to put In 'your oar,' a moto avoid a chill supervening. Simph
RELIEF FOR ASTTIMA SUF ment ago some one talked about being
sore throat may sometimes be cured bj QUICK
FERERS.
'all adrift,' and I admitted that 1 was
painting with glycerine of tannin
Should the sore throat develop intc
Foley's Iloney and Tar affords im 'at sea.' We talk about our 'weather
laryngitis, a doctor should at once b« mediate relief to asthma sufferers in tin ! eye,' being 'spliced,' our 'mainstay' and
consulted.
worst stages and if taken in time wil I all that sort of stuff. We know what
Among many intelligent people whom effect a cure. F. A. Shurtleff & Co. » it is to 'cast an anchor to windward,'
an
one meets there is
impression—al Orin Stevens, Oxford.
to 'back and fill,' to 'steer' through, to

vegetable kingdom.

The Kind You Have

some

I

FARM, portunity/^
mile* from

Ν. B.—The prices and term· are m follows:
The expenses of a term are now as low
Να 1—In Buckram Cloth, the set complete foi !
a* before the present splendid equipment
tLOO cash aud 13.00 per mouth. Pnc·, RVuo.
$50.00 to $53.00 will
No. 1— In lialf Morocco, <2.00 cash, and Hill I was completed.
weeks.
per month. Price, 960.00.
pay all bills for a term of twelve
and
tan
K.011
13.00
color,
cash,
Να S In Sheep,
self boarding, students are able to
By
^
per mouth. Price, 175 00.
reduce expenses to a rate within the
* 10 («r rent, deducted from the above price· lj I
boy or girl.
means of any ambitious
follwuouat is paid wiihia UUrty days after racalpf |
Write the principal for catalogue or
further information.
For Sale by
W. E. SAKGKNT, Prin., Hebron, Me.
July, 1U02.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

ο ο

XXX

players?

Cures all stomach troubles

jo Superb Octavo volumes wil! be
Delivered Free Into your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments, But

ο

MARK

TRADE

& CO 361Broadwaj. New York
MUNN
Branch Oflke. OS F St.. Washington. D. C.

$1.00 CASH
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BUY.
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Τ irvest tfr.
'lernis. »■> a
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No. 251.—A Leuon In \nmber».
1. Which is the successful uumber?
2. Which is In the advance of the
others't
3. Which consumed the others?
4. Which Is the favorite of baseball

LETTERS

AS A

Scientific American.

A handsomely :iht*tra«*d woeklv.

the

TRY 4

PATENTS

eolation of anv scientific Journal,
year : four month·. IL Sold by all

ο

ο

ο

Ο

X

A cab that is mysterious.
A cab that is a council of state.
A crfb that is a small room.

SEE

50 YEARS'

rtAUL

ο

ο

ο

ο

5o. 250.—Cab·.

Salary or
In Oxford an·! adjacent counties.
commission. Address
TIIK VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland. Ohio

'WRBT^
r rffi"
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X
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248.—Anjrle·.

kind of cabbage.

to look after
our Interests

SALESMEN WANTED

ο

ο

the

E. W. nilMMlK.

West Sumner,

X

X

L. M. TUFTS,

Planing, Sawing

What hike and what part of the earth
do the pictures represent?
No.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nichols St.,

Jealousy.
Generally the tears or frowns of
few
Jealousy are swept away with a

IiJ.

specialty.

a

is Imers of their husbands. No
of
mune against the little green bacilli
one

rnl'v^ii t° ν&.ηβ^
,placed

Crayon, Water color,
and Oil

or
quently Jealous of the husbands
wives of their daughters or sons. Wives
become Jealous of the sisters or moth-

hr?,u·,

Grade Portrait Work

Sepia

fWi
Ητίν"graceful.
larly

m

For Infants and Children.

Jealousy,

to its origin, is not an Ignoble
emotion, it is frequently absurd in its
outbreaks. A father is sometimes upset with Jeulousy because he imagines
that his wife loves the children more
than she loves him. Mothers are fre-

erence

brvfi'n' a''d,ie "larsh

Picture Frames
and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors
& Mouldings £}L
in

crimson-colored leaves, while trails of and

?

over

High

the one beloved. A lover, whether man
or maid, who is not susceptible to occasional twinges of Jealousy is not truly
In love.
considered with refWhile

var/etv

Ave., Boston.

CATARRH

ii

Jif"er

Ck»°Î'

CASTORIA

These Two

u„i»

Nasal

il

PIÏYSICÏAN

Writer*·
Spectacle·
Appear a· Virtue·.
There is a little jealousy in all perIt
sons and especially in all women.
springs from deep love, which always
desires to be first in the affection of
Oa«

throwk

η

Commencing June Wth, 1H08, «te» ω ers leave
Kranklln Wharf, I'vitlu·!, and India Wharf,
m.
KomImii, ilally, (Sunday* InclU'Ied) at 7.1)0 r.
J. S. Cakio.k, Agent, India Wharf. Booton.
T. M. Baktlktt, Agent. Kranklln Wharf,
fort land.
A H. IIanscom, G. P. A T. A.
Calvin Aistin, Vice I'mtft Uen'l Manager,
«•encrai <>llice>, 3BS Atlantic

[One word Is concealed In each line.]
Susie once hid Letty's hat.

4

Satsuma Interior Enamels

DOLLAR.

Miuiday

ROYALTY.

discriminately here and there.
and bladder trouble and enlarged prosFoxgloves are very effective for corner tate gland. I used everything known
decoration, either in a hall or on a land- to the profession without relief, until I
So. 344.—Charade.
ing, or wherever their height can be ap- commenced to use Foley's Kidney Cure.
My first commends both wine and wit.
preciated Ox-eye daisies look charm- After taking three bottles I was entirely
But books antl bottles not a bit
are better than paint.
ing mingled with light, feathery grasses. relieved and cured. I prescribe it now
A handy tool my last, but those
surI lie wild iris is very handsome if placed
Who wield It must look out for toes.
They work easy, make a smooth
daily in my practice and heartily recomto
them
in
can
a tall jar of suitable shape, while mend its use to all
one
forest
in
the
apply
glen
I wandered
face, and any
physicians for such
were back again.
whole
are
branches
of
hawthorn
inside
woodwork,
wished
panvery
And
my
flowering
troubles. I have prescribed it in hunwalls, ceiling»,
Nld ro8e8 may be associated dreds of cases with perfect success." F.
Many
tries, kitchens ami furniture.
ery, fortitude, courtesy, magnanimity,
The surface is nonl*>autifnl tints.
forget-me-not and small A. Shurtleff &. Co. Orin Stevens, Ox- humility and Industry. Pride is the esSo. 34.V—Phonetic Addition·.
,water
f
f»
harebell,
ibhorbent and can be kept bright and
graceful
instrument
ford.
[Example: To a common
sential spirit of thorough breeding, and
,,f .°n °DnS'i
often
called the Ιί'β
bluebell, lends itself
dean by wiping with a damp cloth.
for summoning add an exclamation
runs In spite of being enumerated among
real
The
A
tongue
adjusted
properly
will
dealer
Answer:
Don't pay fancy prices when your
cPmbinations.
iiVan°"?.
and make a kind of io..r.
the deadly sins prkle Is not connected
or wild hyacinth gives yet an
bluebell
slower than the mind.
tarnish yoù "SatMima Interior Enamels" at th·
Bellow.]
lame price an ordinary paint.
other kind, which is effective in table
with turpitude.—San Francisco Bulle1. To a loud cry add an exclamation (ecu rati on, while the honeysuckle goes
KKKK Color card and our booklet, "Howl to
tin.
Ke furnish the Home Without Ituylnx New Fur- and make a color.
2. To a common
and confer8
Important to Mothers.
Îi0Wer'
liture."
fn°8t
make
of
of
and
bottle
1
Black,ts shape.
CA8TORIA,
verb add an exclamation
fctmtne carefully every
ONE MAN'S FINE CONCEIT.
11
Made by Heath & Milligan M'f'g Co.,
suiH-rflcial. 3. To a swift descent add berry blossom looks best if mingled with ft Mfe and tare remedy for infant· and children,

IMVIÛIOJI.

ONE

FARE

Additional

>

241-COBOftlcd Acro«tlc.
Be careful, pu*xler«, when you try
The puule that now meets your ey·;
A prise for It you can't expect
Unites your answer'· Incorrect
No.

J

the Nervous and D-'Mlitated
best guarantees
is that Bomcham'a PHIa ha»*, thm
of
Sale
any Patond Med/·
Largest
c/n· in thm World. Thia ham hmmn

OF

WILD~

]
]

to

COLORS

The strong friendship existing between
topic· of lntenat to the l»dk·
: KtUtor Hommuuc*"· the Emperor of Oermany ana the late
Mala·.
Emile
Column, Oxford Democrat. Pari·.
famous Berlin physician, Dr.
Schmidt, gave him the authority to sit at
FLOWERS FOR
HOW TO USE
His Majesty's right band and to wear
DECORATION.
the purple and gold of Imperial favor.
The natural grace and beauty of wild Not
only for his friendship to the
flowers renders them very effective for
was Dr. Emile Schmidt noted
Emperor
decorative purposes.
They charm by but for his wonderful victory over that
what is apparently an unstudied ar- dread disease Consumption. His sucrangement, but underlying this pretty cess was a marvel to the medical world.
simplicity is a strict adherence to the Prior to hie death he gave to his friend a
laws of beauty.
formula for the preparation of the
A safe rule is to avoid mixtures, while remedy for the treatment of Coughs,
of
foliaire.
the
aid
securing variety by
Colds, Incipient Consumption, Bronchitis
Choose only one or two kinds of flowers and all Throat and Lung diseases. In
.it a time, and take care that they are consequence of this Bauer's Instant
either of striking form or color. In Cough Cure can now be purchased from
grouping them, let there be ease and the following druggists who guarantee it
lightness of arrangement; crowded flow- to cure your cough or to refund your
and
ers in a mass are fatal to artistic effect.
money. It is wrapped in a Purple
Formality can be avoided by the judi- Gold package. Samples free.—F. A.
cious intermingling of grasses and sprays ShurtlefT & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
'oave8« and by choosing blossoms of Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
different form and size to be placed toNo man thinks he is as stupid as he
gether. Full-blown flowers give a somewhat heavy effect, which may be greatly looks.
modified by the use of buds to mix with
HEALED.
A
them. The more simple the choice of
wil1 be tIie result
Dr. Geo. Ewing, a practicing physician
obtained. \\ hite is very effective if kept of Smith's Grove, Ky., for over thirty
for special groupings and points of view,
years, writes his personal experience
but losee its
charm, and confers with Foley's Kidney Cure: "For years I
mediocrity on other tints when used in- had been greatly bothered with kidney

ΐνί?Ϊ£ίΐ^

]

Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion. Sick
Headache, Disordered Liver, etc.,
they act like ma^ic -a few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organs ; Strengthening the
Muscular System, restoring the long-lost Comple\ion, bringing back the keen edge of Appetite,
and arousing with the Rosebud of HeoNh
thm whoJmphyaJcaf «nfp of the human
frame. For throwing otf fevers they are -pcvially
renowned. These are" facts admitted by thousands, in all classes of society, and orn: of the

THE

ι

JEALOUSY AND PRIDE.

IN PURPLE AND GOLD.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

A young Yorkshire collier, anxious to
pop the question to a girl whom he honestly admired, but not having the courage to ask her straight out. adopted a
method of sounding her which romantic people will be inclined to think
rather too practical.
"Jessie, my lass," ho said nervously,
"Ah've insured my life."
"Has ta, lad?" said the damsel indif-

ferently.

"Aye, an* Ah'm thlnkln' Ah'm

a

fool

for doln' it."
"IIow's ta mak that art?"
"Why, supposin' Ah get killed in t'
pit, where does ta think t' money'll

go?"

to thy feyther, for sure."
It
"True enough, an' it ain't fair.
ought to be paid to my wife."
"To thy wife! Why. tha hasn't got
one, Bill."
"That's Just it" cried Bill In a burst
of confidence. "Tha're α nice lass, Jessie, an' Ah want thee to have that mon-

"Why,

ey."
"Why couldn't ta say so at fust?"
cried Jessie Joyfully.
Then the happy couple embraced and

NIW VO«* OrT».

TMÏ C*HT*U«

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments,
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
octave, almost new
case, Pease piano,
for φ1§5.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for 8300, worth $250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for 8*250, worth &500.

Strich & Zeidler

I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

PIANOS.

great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South

Paris,

almost new, for

One second hand Worcester organ, 11
in nice condition, for 843.

stops,

No Better Piano made in this
other Country.

One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $l2'i, for 86.Y
One second hand square piano,
one, for 8115, worth $140.

a

nice

W. C. McARDLE,

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

W. J.

RIM.^(ί8

or

any

agent,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

BLOCK,

naine.

South Pari*.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

This Beautiful Couch,

monted In this cut,

furnished

FOR SELLING OUR GOODS.

\

ί&ΙΪΖΤ,ΙΪ.
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER,

application.

ON

K.-tahlMicI In 1M1, for over nlxtv yearn It
WEEKLY T1UBUN K, known ami read In
Union.
On Nov. 7, l'JOl, It was cha^iM to the

FOR
EVERY

A LOW PRICE
—

—

α

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

hl(fh class,

up-to-date,

farmer and hi»

fumlly—

illustrated agricultural weekly,|for llie

PRICE Sl.OO

Carpets FARMER'S
FAMILY

the XKW Ï < >liΚ
c
every -Ut< lu

w:ih

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER

MEMBER
OF

THE

Wool

ζ

GOLD SEAL CO.,

Ν. H.
sent on

for Your Home.

SEND FOR PREMIUM LIST.

Supplies,

Catalogues

65 DIFFERENT ARTICLES

4

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Berlin,

jf

a

for Icks. How?
year, but you can buy It
home new-papi
Ity hub«c'rlblnK through your owu favorite

TIIE OXKOKL) DEMOCRAT.
lioth pap rs one year for $.'.00.

Scixi

South

to
your (inter ami money

I'arla, Maine.

\

THE OXKOHD PEMOCHAT,

Sample copy free. Mend your nddrrw
Mewto KEW-ÏOBK TUIBUNE F A Κ.Π Lit,

York City.

j

Chas. F. Ridlon,

VIVIAN W. HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Lowest Prices in the County.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Cameras and Photo

Supplies,

Wholesale and Retail.

THE

TOY GRAPHOPHONE.

NORWAY,

MAINE.

trotted off to break the news to Jessie's mother.—Pearson's.

GOOD MORNING!

Went Him One Better.

A well known Glasgow divine related
the following anecdote, showing that
the ready wit of a countryman was
more than a match for him:
He was going to the country for his
holidays and was in a railway train
when a young man entered. In η short
time the two commenced a conversation, in the course of which the clergyman asked the youth what he worked

at
"I am a coupler, sir," was the reply.
"A coupler! So am L" replied the
clergyman with a laugh.
The youth looked at him for a minute or so, then burst into a lit of laughter and said: "Oh, I see; ye'r a meeulster. Ye marry folks. But I gang farther than ye dae. I baitb couple and

uncouple."

The clergyman laughed heartily and
acknowledged that the youth had the
better of the sally.
A

Simple Matter.

Do you

use a

Quaker Range?

ÛMMs Greatest Entertainer
lost Fasciiatii of all Toys
VfcMwer tkera are children there thou Id alio be

A TOY GRAPHOPHONE
PLAYS BAM) MUSIC
BUGS NURSERY SONGS
REPEATS MOTHER GOOSE RHYMES

Send $1.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expressege prepaid.

Mil PHONOGRAPH COM
164 Tramont St.· BOSTON.

ΛΛΑΙ

I

;

DO YOU WANT IT?

WE ARK N'KVKH OUT.
"John, I'd like you to wake me at δ V/wML
A postal or telephone to us will bring
o'clock tomorrow morning. I want to
you a supply promptly.
catch the early train."
"All right sir; all right" replied the A. W.
WALKER &
May—"I hear Belle had a great talk able servitor expressively; "all yoa got
ΓΟΤΤΤΗ PARIS, HE.
with Harry out on the beach." Clara—
to do, sir, Is to ring."—Philadelphia Ice, Coal, Cement, Limo, Hair, Brick,
"I should say she did. Why, even her
Worth Amsrlfsa.
Sand, Λα.
I
tongue is sunburned."

SON,

50 cts. down and 50 cts.

a

week at

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

